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Camel milk production is on the rise, yet insufficient to satisfy the booming demand.
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COVID-19 pandemic increased the demand for traditional and health-boosting products

Urbanization: rural people in cities maintain their food preferences
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Learn the lesson of highly productive dairy operations in arid countries.
Camels emit less methane than cows or sheep!

Lower metabolism -> Less feed -> Less methane
Pastoral systems can have neutral carbon balance
Equation is fragile

Natural resource & animal stocks balance
Joint forces to yield results!

Investment priority areas:

- Farm-level
- R&D
- Feeding systems’ productivity & sustainability programs
- Industry associations (enabling environment, market, access, consumer education)
Camel Industry Unions to unlock industry’s potential
FAO Pastoralist Knowledge Hub: Bringing pastoral voices to the global stage
Let’s change together the *statis quo* of the camel dairy!